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This research is done to analyze and describe the planning, recruiting, managing, supervising, resigning, and responsibility of educator human resources at vocational school of Bina Latih Karya Bandar Lampung. This research used case study with the qualitative approach, data gained through interview in the forms of opinions, responses, information, and concept formulated in the description of the problems. The result of the research shows that (1) planning of educator human resources was based on the numbers of student teacher ratio, (2) team decided to do recruitment, (3) managing of educator human resource done internally and externally, (4) supervising of educator human resources was done bottom up by the authorised officer, (5) resigning of the educator human resource happened because the system built worked, and (6) responsibility of the educator human resource was in the form of completing teaching documents, filling teaching journals, student academic achievement review, and how to interact with both colleague and students.
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